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This report presents a catalog of observaLlo
decameter waveiength radio emissions obtained with the Goddard Space Flignt
Center Jupiter, hroniLor system between November 1976 and March 1979. The
data catalog is a continuation of a series of reports on results of the
NASA Jupiter Njonitor Network program. ine details of the observing
tecnnique and data analysis procedures are discussed in earlier catalogs
(ref'erences 1 thru 5).
The Jupiter Monitor program is designed to utilize a multi-station,
global network of monitoring instruments in order to obtain nearly
continuous, synoptic observations of Lhe planet. During the 1979
apparition of Jupiter, daia were collected only from the Goddard Space
Flight Center station in Greenbelt, MD. and the Orroral Valley (Canberra)
Australia station.
Observations were obtained daily at frequencies of 16.7 and 22.2 Mhz
using f';ve-element lagi antennas at each end of a two-element inter-
ferometer. During the 1979 apparition, the antennas at Uoddard did not
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track but rewaineu fixed at a given hour angle on any particular day.
Consequently Lne finite antenna beam size limited the maximum possible
length of an observing period to six hours per oay. the flux sensitivity
of Lne survey is estimatea to be 5 x 10 4 Jy for Goddard and 2 x 105 Jy for
Urroral. A summary of the data collected.during the apparition is
tabulated below.




16.7 Mhz	 Goddard	 512 hr.	 4.8 hr	 0.218




Plots of the two-aimensional emission occurrence probability
distribution as a function of System 111 (1965) central meridian longitude
(ChL 111) and departure of io from superior geocentric conjunction (Io
phase) are given in figure 1 for 16.7 hNz and in figure 2 for 22.2 MHz.
The complete data catalog is given in Table 1. Observations at 16.7 MHz
are listed first and are followea by a listing of the 22.2 MHz data. For
each day .luring the 1979 apparition, we list Lne Universal Time (to the
nearest 5 min.) of the beginning and end of each period during which
useful, intert'erence-free observations of Jupiter could be obtained. The
corresponding values of CML 111 and to phase are also listed for each
observation period. For those occasions when Jovian decametric activity
was unambiguously detected during an observing period, the beginning and
end times of the activity interval are listed along with the corresponding
i
2
values of (;N 111 and io phase for the event.
Figures 3 through 5 provide an overview of the observations from the
entire 14-yr Jupiter tronitor Network program. Figure 3 shows the total
amount of observing time from all stations at 16.7 and 22.2 MHz for each
apparition aria also displays the variation of the apparition average
occurrence probability over the same span of time. Unly a small set of
observations were collected during the first two apparitions because a true
multi-station network was not yet in full operation. The very limitea set
of observations available for the 1979 apparition presented in `.his report
reflect the consegLences of both the limitations of aging equipment and the
problem of increasing radio frequency interference in the aecameter-wave
band. Tne minima in the occurrence probability plots in Vigure 3 for the
1970 and 1971 apparitions are due to the well-known correlation of Jovian
decametric activity with the declination of the earth as seen from Jupiter
(Ug) which was at a minimum during that period.
Figure 4 and 5 display occurrence probability contours as a function
of to phase and system ill (1965) central meridian lungituae for the
complete Jupiter Monitor Network data set. The 16.7 MHz catalog (Figure 4)
contains a total of 21,077 nr of observations covering the period November
1965 to Larch 1979. At 22.2 Mhz (Figure 5) there are a total of 33,1'19 hr
of observations collected over the same interval. These data have been
included in a larger Jupiter activity catalog (reference 5) which covers
the observations from a number of monitoring programs since 1957.
houtine operation and maintenance of the Uoddard station was managed
by Mr. Joseph Seek. We also thank Mr. M. L. Kaiser and Ds. r,. D. Descn for
their assistance in collecting the observations. The Urroral Valley
equipment was operated and maintained by the staff of the NASA/STDN Urroral
Station, and we gratefully acknowledge their support.
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Fig. 1. Smoothed occurrence probability distribution at 16.7 MHz for the
1979 apparition as a function of System 111 (1965) central meridian
longitude and phase of lo. Contours are plotted in 15% increments
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Fig. 2. Smoothed occurrence probability distribution at 22.2 MHz for the
1979 apparition as a function of System Ill (1965) central meridian
longitude and phase of lo. Contours are plotted in 15% increments
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Fig. j. (Upper panel) Total amount of observations of Jupiter at 16.'l and
22.2 MHz eollecLea by the Jupiter Monitor Network for the
apparitions of 1965 Lhrougth 1919. (Lower panel) Tne variation of
16.7 and 22.2 MHz activity average occurrence probability as
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Fig. 4. Smoothed occurrence probability distribution at 16.7 Mhz for the
apparitions of 1965-1979 as a function of System 111 (1965) central
meridian longitude and pnase of to from superior geocentric
conjunction. Contours are plotted in 15% increments in occurrence
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Fig. 5. Smoothed occurrence probability distribution at 22.2 MHz for the
apparitions of 1965-1979 as a function of System IlI (1965) central
meridian longitude and phase of lo from superior geocentric
conjunction. Contours are plotted in 10% increments in occurrence
probability beginning at a value of 5%.
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Table 1. Catalog of Jupiter observations and activity at 16.7 and 22.2 MHz
for the 1979 apparition obtained at Goddard Space Flight Center
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